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 L
ight amplification by stimulated 

emission of radiation (laser) 

technology doesn’t simply provide 

convenience in our homes and 

offices or inspiration for state-of-

the-art science-fiction movies. Lasers are 

now used to image, diagnose, cut and heal 

our bodies.

Professor Stephen Bown is director of the 

National Medical Laser Centre at University 

College London (UCL) Hospital. In 1979 he 

started experimenting with a technique 

called photodynamic therapy (PDT) to treat 

skin lesions and tumours using lasers and 

chemotherapeutic drugs. PDT is now offered 

at 150 centres in the UK and is used to treat 

a wide range of cancers.

‘PDT kills the living cells in skin tumours 

but doesn’t damage the underlying 

scaffolding that holds the tissue together 

and regenerates with remarkably little 

scarring,’ he explains. ‘Even more exciting 

in my opinion is its use in all stages of oral 

cancer. We have treated more than 1,400 

Let there be light
From treating cancer to improving eyesight, freeing blocked arteries to removing port-wine birthmarks, 
laser technology is improving and saving lives every day. Robin Fearon reports on the cutting-edge  
equipment that is revolutionising the way we tackle some of our most serious health issues

patients over the past 15 years and now we’re 

getting recognition for our results.’

The ability to administer PDT anywhere in the 

body using a fibre optic laser is a ‘massive 

breakthrough’, says Bown. Oesophageal 

cancer, for example, can be treated with an 

injection of a photosynthesising drug that is 

activated by endoscopic laser treatment.

Not only are such treatments cost-effective 

and easy to use but they also save precious 

surgical resources. Furthermore, according 
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to Harry Moseley, head of scientific services 

at the University of Dundee’s National 

Photobiology Unit, laser light can also be used 

to guide the surgeon’s hand. 

‘We can diagnose and detect cancer using 

fluorescent drugs that accumulate in the 

tumour and photosensitise under laser light,’ 

he explains. ‘Brain tumour patients take this 

drug prior to their operation; we then use 

lasers to detect the fluorescence, which shows 

the surgeon the correct tissue to remove – it 

gives better results than surgery alone.’

A meeting of minds
Emerging fields such as biophotonics – the 

study of biology, light and electronics – are 

rapidly fuelling cross-fertilisation between 

physics and medicine. At the University of 

Sheffield this means research into deep tissue 

imaging using optical coherence tomography 

(OCT) – a light-based version of ultrasound. 

‘OCT uses pulses of light so it is extremely 

rapid, perhaps the fastest 3D medical imaging 

method we have,’ explains Steven Matcher, 

senior lecturer in biomedical engineering. 

‘Compared to other optical techniques, it can 

image deeper – one to two millimetres – and 

it has much higher resolution. It is ideal for 

looking at how heart stents integrate into 

the blood vessel wall during an angioplasty, 

a minimally invasive procedure to free 

blocked arteries. People have talked about 

attaching an OCT probe directly on to a 

scalpel to give surgeons real-time guidance 

on the kind of tissue they are cutting in order 

to let them make a safer incision. It’s blue-sky 

thinking, but it’s possible.’

Pushing the boundaries of science has  

been a feature of laser technology 

since its first demonstration in 1960 by 

Theodore Maiman at the Hughes Research 

Laboratories in California. Described as a 

‘solution looking for a problem’, it has shown 

its versatility at every turn.

LASIK eye surgery was adapted from 

a procedure called keratomileusis, first 

conducted by José Barraquer in 1963, an 

operation where a thin shaving is removed 

from the cornea in order to reshape it. 

Technological improvements in the late-1980s 

– notably the development of the ultraviolet 

excimer laser – saw ophthalmologists adopt 

this laser-assisted surgery to improve eyesight 

worldwide. More than 100,000 procedures 

are completed every year and complications 

are rare. Treatment of retinopathy – damage 

to the retina, which can be a complication 

in diseases such as diabetes – is another 

success story for laser surgery.

The eye was an obvious place for the pioneers 

of laser treatments to begin, as it is a natural 

light receptor. Since then, laser use has 

expanded into cosmetic surgery and beyond. 

Port-wine birthmarks and tattoos, for example, 

can be removed using laser techniques 

that burn away pigment. Permanent hair 

removal is a simple matter of super heating 

and destroying hair follicles. In dentistry, 

neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet 

(Nd:YAG) lasers are used to remove cavities 

without damaging tooth enamel.

Pushing the boundaries of science has been a feature 
of laser technology since its first demonstration

Above A cosmetic 
surgeon using an 
erbium-doped yttrium 
aluminium garnet 
(Er:YAG) laser
Left Photodynamic 
therapy
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Dermal treatments have also been 

revolutionised, and skin cancer was identified 

as one of the first targets for laser therapy. 

PDT, meanwhile, has become a speedy 

out-patient procedure. Photosensitive drugs 

are spread on to a lesion and covered with 

gauze, then laser light is applied – the whole 

procedure takes less than an hour.

The lasers used in medicine are mostly 

red light and near-infrared because living 

tissue absorbs light much better in this 

wavelength range. Light that is near-

infrared (about 700-750 nanometres) can 

produce an effect through solid tissue up 

to two centimetres in depth.

Going deeper
By using a hollow needle with a laser light 

source, difficult-to-reach internal cancers 

can also be removed. A systemic drug 

dose into the blood stream two days 

prior to treatment followed by the use 

of an anaesthetic and the laser makes for 

a particularly effective treatment for oral 

cancers in the jaw or tongue.

‘If you have a mouth cancer that spreads 

under the base of the skull, you cannot 

surgically remove it, but you can put 

a needle into it and use laser treatment,’ 

says UCL’s Bown. ‘Conventional treatment 

for tongue cancer is a 10-hour operation, 

three days in intensive care and two weeks in 

hospital, as well as permanent gross loss of 

function such as speech or chewing. There 

is no comparison.’

There are photobiology units at Dundee, 

Manchester and King’s College London, and 

the range of applications for PDT keeps 

growing as components become cheaper 

and more portable. PDT is approved by the 

National Institute for Clinical Excellence 

(NICE) for conditions such as Barrett’s 

oesophagus, which is caused by a chronic 

reflux of stomach acid in the oesophagus. 

Early-stage, pre-symptomatic lung cancers 

are also viable for PDT. ‘People who have 

had cancerous lungs surgically removed are 

in danger of getting disease in the other 

lung,’ explains Bown. ‘If you screen that 

group and find cancer in the second lung 

there is no surgical alternative. PDT may 

be the only option.’

Jon Richardson, UK sales manager at laser 

manufacturers Newport Spectra-Physics, 

says medical applications are an increasingly 

important revenue stream for the laser 

industry and believes the fibre laser has 

a big future. ‘Any fluorescency application, 

such as DNA sequencing, will be a growth 

market,’ he says. 

To support his claim, fibre laser PDT 

is inspiring dramatic developments in 

treatments for pancreas and prostate cancer 

at the National Medical Laser Centre. Both are 

at the clinical trial phase and are considered 

high priority owing to the lack of truly 

effective cures.

Meanwhile, research suggests that linking 

photosynthesising drugs to antibodies 

can achieve greater selectivity between 

tumour and normal tissue. A technique 

called photochemical internalisation breaks 

up lysosomes – spherical organelles that 

consume cellular debris – in tumour cells 

allowing chemotherapy drugs to work more 

effectively. ‘If you can reduce the dose by 

10 or even 100 times, then you avoid side 

effects, reduce costs and target it where 

it is needed,’ says Bown. ‘The first work on 

patients started last summer and the results 

are remarkable.’

Light work for strong minds
This technique for manipulating cell biology 

using lasers has opened up broad new vistas 

in areas such as nanosurgery and tissue 

Above left Using 
lasers for calibration in 
a radiology department
Centre Performing 
laser eye surgery
Right Tooth whitening 
using lasers
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to flow into the cell. The actual mechanism 

is not yet well understood but it works.’

Next on the St Andrews agenda is tissue 

engineering. Preliminary work on stem cells 

has shown that by inserting a gene, cells can 

be made to differentiate into primitive tissue. 

This fits nicely with work under way at the 

University of Sheffield where Steven Matcher 

sees OCT imaging as the perfect way to 

monitor how tissues grow in a bioreactor.

‘When you exercise, your bone is like a 

sponge – it is full of pores that contain fluid 

and the fluid is squeezed through, which 

is sensed by cells and they respond to it,’ 

Matcher says. ‘We would like to replicate 

those conditions in an artificial environment 

– a bioreactor – and then characterise that 

fluid flow using OCT, so we can turn tissue 

engineering from an art into a science.’

It is a distinction everyone working in medicine 

understands: lasers provide precision and 

the opportunity to drive technological 

breakthroughs that can fundamentally change 

healthcare delivery at all levels. Physics 

is being made to adapt to biology in ways 

that were unimaginable 50 years ago. In the 

process it is making light work of solving a 

number of previously incurable problems. !

A technique for manipulating 
cell biology using lasers has 
opened up broad new vistas 
in areas such as nanosurgery 
and tissue engineering

engineering. Cells can be trapped, using 

optical ‘tweezers’, and surgically altered. 

At the University of St Andrews, neurobiologist 

Frank Gunn-Moore is celebrating a £1 million 

award to develop optical transfection devices 

– effectively laser syringes to inject materials 

such as DNA or drugs into cells.

‘It is really difficult to get compounds into 

nerve cells because they have a hydrophobic 

surface,’ he explains. ‘Using a laser we can 

create permeability. We can also hit the cell 

body or other parts of the cell such as the 

growth cone. It allows you to target a genetic 

message where it is needed.’

By examining cellular-level events, the team 

hopes to rapidly focus drug delivery and 

gene therapy on debilitating diseases such as 

Alzheimer’s. Leilani Torres is a Philippine PhD 

student based at St Andrews. Her work on 

laser transfection has been a detour from her 

background in pure physics.

‘You learn different ways of doing things 

because you meet so many people from 

different backgrounds,’ she says. ‘It makes 

the experience enriching, especially 

scientifically. We discovered that by using a 

focused laser you cause an interaction with 

the membrane to allow extracellular materials 

National Medical Laser Centre

www.ucl.ac.uk/surgicalscience

British Medical Laser Association

www.bmla.co.uk

Macmillan Cancer Support – facts about 

photodynamic therapy (PDT)

www.macmillan.org.uk

University of Manchester Dermatological 

Sciences Research Group

www.medicine.manchester.ac.uk/dermatological/
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